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        Pads for Sisters

● Under the Pads for Sisters program, economically disadvantaged women 
either received the cloth pads for free or for a subsidised rate normally Rs.50 
per pad. Surveys focused on individuals/organisations under the subsidised 
pads program.

Survey details:

● 50 Surveys taken between October 2018 and January 2019
● 18 entries - Christian Hospital Bissumcuttack, Odisha  
● 22 entries (4 invalid) BAIF, Ankita Sharma, Rajasthan-
● 10 entries - Direct reach by Eco Femme with Auroville, Tamil nadu and 

Pondicherry -



Age of Participants



What product did you use for your last period?









Are you satisfied with the current menstrual product you are using?



What is most important to you in choosing a menstrual hygiene product?









 Did you attend a menstrual hygiene education session?

Do you feel comfortable talking about menstruation?



Do you feel comfortable talking about menstruation?



What did you most appreciate learning in the education session?



What did you most appreciate learning in the education session? Rajasthan, BAIF



What did you most appreciate learning in the education session? 



What did you most appreciate learning in the education session? Direct Sessions



If you have questions about menstruation and reproductive health, who do 
you ask first?



 Do you NOT do any of the following activities during menstruation? Please select 
all that apply.









During the past three months, have you suffered from any of these symptoms?









● Which model of cloth pads did you buy/receive from SHG/organisation/ individual?

● Which model did you prefer?



        How many monthly cycles have you used Eco Femme cloth pads for?



How comfortable are the Eco Femme pads?



How do the Eco Femme pads look after they have been used and washed?



How effective are Eco Femme pads at absorbing the flow?



How effective are the Eco Femme pads at preventing leaks?



How do you wash your Eco Femme pad?

Where do you dry your Eco Femme pad?



What do you most like about the Eco Femme pads?



What do you NOT like about the Eco Femme pads?



 How much did you pay for your Eco Femme pads?



 How much did you pay for your Eco Femme pads? 
 CHB, Odisha



After using the Eco Femme pads, do you think you will save money?



How much did you spend on menstrual hygiene products last month? (approx)



What is the highest amount you are willing to pay for a single Eco Femme 
pad?



What is the 
highest 
amount 
you are 
willing to 
pay for a 
single Eco 
Femme 
pad?



What is the 
highest 
amount 
you are 
willing to 
pay for a 
single Eco 
Femme 
pad?



What is the 
highest 
amount 
you are 
willing to 
pay for a 
single Eco 
Femme 
pad?



Will you use Eco Femme cloth pads in future?

 Would you recommend Eco Femme pads to another woman or girl?



Will you use Eco Femme pads only, or Eco Femme pads in combination with 
other products?



 How long do you think the cloth pads can last before replacement?

 If you switch to using Eco Femme pads, what would be your preferred number of pads that 
would be enough for 1 cycle?


